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Commodity Trading Group Ltd. or “CTG” is financially based in the

Cayman Islands. CTG has strategic partners throughout the world

specializing in the international trade of bullion/dore, fuels, crude

oil, WTI, Bonny Light Crude Oil “BLCO”, D2, D6, Jet A-1 & JP54. In

addition we have a division that caters to agricultural commodities

such as ic45, ic150 & ic600 sugars, beef, chicken, chicken paws, pork

& lamb with over 45 pages of products in our catalogue of offerings.

Services involve arranging trading contracts between buyers and

sellers.

Our main focus is to assist in arranging buying and selling a variety

of products, including bullion/dore, crude oil, refined fuels, meat cuts

& sugars on behalf of individual clients. CTG represents both direct

buyers and sellers, in international, private, annual contract

transactions for a variety of commodities. CTG has strategic partners

throughout the world to ensure reliability.

CTG identifies potential buyers and sellers of these commodities. For

example, we communicate directly with the oil companies to buy the

crude oil for instant deliverance. The basic goal is to bring together

qualified real buyers and qualified real sellers of all commodities to

assist in the process so that transactions are successfully executed.
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The process of buying and selling commodities has a trade language
unto its own, at CTG, we understand this language and assist you, the
buyer or seller, with a full understanding of the terms, ATS, ATV,
BCL, CIF, CIQ, DLC, FCO, FOB, ICPO, IRDLC, IMFPA, LOI, MT700,
MT760, MT799 PB, Q&Q, Q88, SCO, SGS, SPA and many others.

We have strong customer service skills, which are paramount as
advisors to our clients. We use these skills to manage relationships
with clients and persuade them to trust our recommendations
regarding the purchase or sale of commodities.

Commodities buyers and sellers often need to understand market
terms and trading practices before proceeding with a trading
transaction. CTG and its trusted team of advisors provide this
information to clients in a clear and understandable manner and
answer the questions.

Bankers & Lawyers prepare all, the necessary documentation and
relay buy and sell instructions and procedures to both parties to
approve and finalize the exchange.
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THE	CTG	TEAM

Jay Jones, CA, Partner
Jay has a wealth of experience in offshore banking and the alternative investment industry. His operational and client
development experience in the industry has made him a recognized leader in offshore financial centers such as The
Cayman Islands and Bermuda. His specialist skills include alternative investments; financial analysis; due diligence,
financial modeling and asset management. Jay was Director of Operations for the Caribbean at Butterfield Fulcrum
where he oversaw operations with approximately 50 staff spanning several offices in the Caribbean. Jay was also the
Global Head of Investor Relations at Butterfield Fulcrum and previously served as a Staff Accountant at KPMG.

L. Winfield Sifton, Partner
Winfield is from the well-known Sifton family of Canadian business. Winfield is carrying on the family style of
investments, which have ranged from newspapers, radio stations, real estate & significant overseas investments.
Educated in Canada at Lakefield College School, with further education at Queen’s University in Kingston, Canada,
Winfield graduated with a B.A. (Honors) in Economics. Winfield is a Canadian citizen and has Permanent Residency in
Cayman. Winfield owned a Canadian real estate development company and was successful in selling prefabricated
buildings to international clients. In many instances securing international payments were securitized by barrels of
crude oil. Winfield has taken possession and ultimately sold more than 22 ships carrying over 44 million barrels of
crude oil during this process.

In addition to the above team, CTG has partners who specialize in certain commodities, whether it be bullion, fuels or agricultural
products. These worldwide partners bring a tremendous knowledge and contact base to a particular sought after commodity and
assist CTG in delivering and catering to client needs at no additional cost to the client.
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COMMODITY	TRADING	GROUP	LTD.
One	Capital	Place

3rd Floor
P.O.	Box	2244

Grand	Cayman	KY1-1107
Cayman	Islands
T:	1.800.498.8601
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Website:	www.commoditytradinggroup.com
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